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The objective of these maps and accompanying
personalized property information is to reduce summer
time peak loads, increase the environmental awareness
of residents, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and to
improve the sustainable image of a city through the
expansion of solar energy technology.
While a number of cities have already generated such
solar maps, to the authors’ knowledge, limited
attention has been paid to the assumptions and
calculation methods underlying these maps. The
objectives of this paper are hence threefold.
We initially present a method of how a validated solar
radiation calculation algorithm, thus far only been used
at the individual building scale, can be applied to a
city-sized model of Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
The new method creates city-wide solar potential maps
with a high degree of spatial and predictive accuracy
based on the generation of a high resolution threedimensional (3D) model sourced from available
geographic information systems (GIS) data. Our model
applies validated simulation methods which take into
account detailed geometric data including shadowing
from surrounding buildings, typical climate data, and
reflections between buildings and the urban landscape.
The results from this model are spatially and
temporally rich; the variation of irradiation across a
rooftop is displayed, and data is available at hourly
time-steps for detailed peak load analysis and PV
energy yield calculations. Secondly, we use the
simulation results generated during the first step as a
reference against which we compare results that one
would obtain using the methods underlying other solar
radiation maps. Finally, we discuss what relevance
varying simulation results may have at both the
individual building owner and city-wide policy level.
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ABSTRACT
We present a method for generating detailed geometric
urban massing models combined with building
footprint and material information from large GIS
datasets and LiDAR elevation measurements. An
example model for the city of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA that contains over 17,000
buildings is used as input for annual solar radiation
calculations using the RADIANCE / DAYSIM
simulation engine. Based on hourly irradiance
calculation results, we find it possible to make
recommendations for PV placement on a building and
to intelligently determine the total and useful roof area
of buildings. Simulation results are compared to those
typically used in practice to produce solar radiation
maps of other US cities. It is found that the presented
method yields better geometric accuracy and higher
irradiation predictions compared to previous methods.
This results in increased predicted PV energy
production at lower installation costs and more
accurate estimates of useful rooftop area.

INTRODUCTION
It has become increasingly popular for cities and
municipalities to create solar potential maps with the
intent of promoting renewable energy generation
through photovoltaic (PV) panel installations within
those jurisdictions. In the United States, large cities
such as Boston, Los Angeles, New York City and
Portland provide online maps which allow building
owners to look up their address and view personalized
predictions of,

Irradiation Calculations
In a review of eleven solar potential maps for North
American cities (Table 1), we found that there are three
typical predictive methodologies in place for
calculating rooftop irradiation. Three (27%) of the
surveyed maps used a constant assumption for solar

Table 1 Survey of Existing Solar Potential Mapping Methods in North America
CITY
Anaheim
Berkeley
Boston
Denver
Los Angeles County
Madison
New York City
Portland
Salt Lake City
San Diego
San Francisco

URL
http://anaheim.solarmap.org/
http://berkeley.solarmap.org/
http://gis.cityofboston.gov/SolarBoston/
http://solarmap.drcog.org/
http://solarmap.lacounty.gov/
http://solarmap.cityofmadison.com/madisun/
http://nycsolarmap.com/
http://oregon.cleanenergymap.com/
http://www.slcgovsolar.com/
http://sd.solarmap.org/solar/index.php
http://sf.solarmap.org/

irradiation reaching a building rooftop. One (9%)
reported using the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory’s (NREL) PVWatts calculation module.
Another five (45%) used the Solar Analyst plugin
within Esri’s ArcGIS program. The remaining maps
did not report their calculation methodology.
The use of a constant, global horizontal, solar radiation
value across a rooftop will be inaccurate in many
cases, for example buildings with peaked roofs. Such a
constant value also does not consider local urban
context such as trees and neighboring buildings which
shade building rooftops. Also, the complex forms of
individual roofs are ignored. Advocates of this
approach determine the useful roof area for PV
installation by using either a constant percentage
(Boston, Portland) or based on orthophotographic
image analysis techniques (San Francisco, Berkeley).
The NREL PVWatts module is essentially a modified
version of the constant approach (Marion, et al. 2001).
Solar irradiation is distributed on a 40km square grid
for the entire United States based on the typical
meteorological year 2 (TMY), dataset. Local TMY2
irradiation data is used in combination with PV panel
tilt, orientation, and urban temperature conditions to
determine energy production. While roof shape is
treated with greater detail than in a solar constant
approach, shading from adjacent urban surfaces also
cannot be modeled using the PVWatts module.
Since Esri’s Solar Analyst plugin, based on the work of
Fu and Rich (1999), currently constitutes the most
widely used irradiation calculation method, it is
discussed in greater detail. In this method, a sky mask
is initially generated based on the surroundings of each
pixel of a digital elevation model (DEM). A DEM is a
geolocated raster image where the values of individual
pixels correspond to elevation measurements. The
direct and diffuse components of irradiation are
calculated based on what amount of the sky can be
seen from each pixel. Direct irradiation is calculated in
accordance with the sun position, the slope of the
DEM, a fixed transmissivity coefficient, and the

FLAT
ROOF
No
Yes
Yes
?
No
?
No
Yes
No
?
Yes

CALCULATION METHOD
Solar Analyst
Constant Multiplied by Usable Roof Area
Solar Analyst
Unknown
Unknown (Assumed, Solar Analyst)
PVWatts with Sunlit Hours Graphic
Solar Analyst
Constant Assumption
Solar Analyst
Unknown
Constant Multiplied by Usable Roof Area

distance a solar ray must travel through the
atmosphere. Diffuse irradiation is calculated in much
the same way as the direct component, based on either
a uniform sky model or a standard overcast model;
however, no solar map reports on its website which sky
model was used.
In Solar Analyst, sky transmissivity and the ratio
between direct and diffuse insolation are fixed,
constant values throughout the year. These
assumptions can have a significant effect on the
calculated annual radiation. For example, the Boston
Logan TMY3 weather data illustrates a ratio between
direct and diffuse irradiation which varies widely
throughout the year (US Department of Energy 2012).
The mean value of the hourly direct-to-total ratio of
insolation is 64.2% for the 4,604 daylit hours in the
Boston TMY3 weather file; however, the standard
deviation from the mean is 31.3%. Further, the amount
of cloud cover and thus atmospheric transmissivity
varies throughout the year. Therefore, it is inaccurate
to pick one value to adequately represent these factors.
The extreme variance in direct and diffuse radiation
throughout the year and cloud cover is shown in Figure
1 for the Boston climate TMY3 dataset.
As Solar Analyst uses only a sky mask based on a
DEM, it has no capacity to model reflections between
buildings, from surrounding trees or from the urban
terrain. It has been proposed to assume a directional
constant of reflected irradiation for obscured sky areas
(Rich, et al. 1994), but it would be inadequate to
consider complex reflections from surrounding
buildings.

Figure 1 Hourly Direcct and Diffuse Radiation
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Of the 11 solar potentiaal maps survey
yed, four (36%
%)
assumed th
hat all building
gs in the city haad flat roofs att a
known eleevation, four (3
36%) used a detailed
d
DEM to
represent the
t roof, and the
t remaining 3 did not repo
ort
their assum
mptions. Of cities utilizing
g the flat roof
assumption
n, half assumed
d that a fixed percentage
p
of th
he
roof is suitable for PV (Boston,
(
Portlaand). The otheers
relied on a proprietary orthophotograaph method for
f
locating rooftop obstructions (B
Berkeley, Saan
Francisco). With DEMss, useful rooff area is eith
her
determined
d by the prediicted rooftop irradiation
i
or by
b
the numberr of daylit hourrs.
None of the surveyed cities use a method whicch
considers reflections
r
or building
b
materials.
METHOD
DOLOGY
Our implem
mentation of an
a urban solar potential map is
based on the
t creation of a detailed 3D model in th
he
validated RADIANCE/D
R
DAYSIM back
kward-raytracin
ng
daylight siimulation engiine (Ward 199
95, Reinhart an
nd
Walkenhorrst 2001).
LiDAR Da
ata and Geom
metric Accuraccy
The geomeetric informatio
on used in creaating the detaileed
digital mo
odel of Cambrridge comes from
fr
a publiclyfunded 2010 LiDAR surrvey. LiDAR, Light Detectio
on
blished, accuraate measuremeent
And Rangiing, is an estab
system wh
herein a survey
ying aircraft emits
e
rapid lasser
bursts and
d records the time until theeir visual retu
urn
while traccking its locaation via Glo
obal Positionin
ng

ms (GPS). Thhe collected location and timed
System
return data is lateer processed into geographhically
locatedd point data. T
The vertical acccuracy of the ddata in
the urbban context off Cambridge w
was bounded tto less
than 11m root meann squared erroor (RMSE), aand in
selecteed validation ttests the RMS
SE between L
LiDAR
and traaditional GPS measurement methods was shown
to be 00.062m (Alliannce for Sustainaable Energy 20010).
Our pprocess of crreating a detaailed 3D model is
illustraated with an example surroounding the K
Kresge
Oval at the Massaachusetts Instittute of Technnology
(Figuree 2a). As LiDA
AR data is not uniformly saampled
in plann, it creates ann awkward datta space (Figuure 2b)
where different poinnt densities aree present depeending
on thee airplane patth of flight. IInitially, theree were
126,6224,764 points spread acrosss all of Cam
mbridge
which has a total aarea of approxximately 4,5000 acres
(18.5 kkm2). We unifformly resamppled the LiDAR
R data
over a plan grid off approximatelly 4’x4’ (1.2xx1.2m)
spacingg, taking the m
mean of the firrst return data where
multipple points exissted. Resultingg neighboring points
which did not vary bby greater thann one foot verrtically
were ddiscarded. Thiss resulted in a simplification of the
data sppace to a merre 9,403,750 ppoints without losing
much ggeometric resoolution.
The ssimplified LiD
DAR-derived points were then
dividedd into two caategories usingg publicly avaailable
GIS ddatasets from tthe City of C
Cambridge: buiildings
and grround scape (Figure 2c) ((City of Cam
mbridge
2004). As a last sstep the two point groups were
trianguulated using a Delaunay alggorithm (Figurre 2d),
resultinng in a highly accurate and ddetailed 3D moodel of
the enntire City oof Cambridgee that consissts of
16,5477,790 triangulaar surfaces.
Hourlyy Simulationss with Radiancce/DAYSIM
The triiangulated surfface model wass then converteed into
the R
RADIANCE bbackward rayytracer formaat. In
RADIA
ANCE each suurface may haave different, highly
custom
mized, optical ssurface proteriies. In our moddel we
assumeed that buildinng walls were L
Lambertian difffusers
with a 35% reflecctance while building rooffs and
groundd were assignned a diffuse rreflectance off 20%.
Annuaal irradiation was then ccalculated on each
buildinng roof surfacce at a grid resolution of 5’x5’
(1.5x1 .5m). Simulaation sensor points are located
approxximately 1/64”” (0.4mm) above and facing in the
normall direction of thhe roof surfacee.
Simulaations are perfformed with D
DAYSIM, a vallidated
RADIA
ANCE plug-inn which uses a daylight coeffficient
approaach and the Peerez all weatheer sky model ((Perez,
et al. 1993) to preddict annual point illuminatioon and
irradiaation (Reinhaart and W
Walkenhorst 2001).
DAYS
SIM works by performing onne raytrace opeeration
to a skky dome consisting of 145 ddiffuse sky segm
ments,
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Figurre 2 Process Im
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odel Generatioon from LiDAR
R and GIS Dataa
3 ground segments and a second rayttracing run wiith
approximaately 65 direct solar positions that are
a
distributed
d along the solar path. By traacing backwards
from the siimulation senssor points, each
h sky segment is
then weigh
hted relative to its contributio
ons to each poiint
in the sccene. In this manner, irraadiation can be
b
simulated across
a
an entirre year in any incremental
i
tim
me
step withou
ut running thou
usands of sepaarate and length
hy
raytrace caalculations for each time step.
In order to ensure accuracy, th
he RADIANC
CE
w
considereed in relation to
simulation parameters were
the unusually large sizze of the Cam
mbridge modeel.
Errors in th
he ambient callculation were calibrated to be
b
acceptable for surfaces spaced four feet apart an
nd
larger. As our model waas resampled at
a this resolutio
on
in plan an
nd our simulattion sensor po
oints are spaceed
beyond this
t
threshold
d, the assu
umption seem
ms
reasonablee. According to
o Ward, error will
w “increase on
o
surfaces sp
paced closed than the scene size divided by
b
the ambien
nt resolution.” Thus the Rad
diance scene sizze
(26,526.5 ft.) divided by four giv
ves an ambieent
ble 2 documen
nts
resolution of approximattely 6,750. Tab
the DAYSIM simulation parameters used.

Table 2 Key Radiancce/DAYSIM Sim
mulation Param
meters
PARA
AMETER
ab
ad
as
ar
aa

DESCRIPTIION
mbient bounces
am
am
mbient divisions
am
mbient super-sam
mples
am
mbient resolutionn
am
mbient accuracy

VA
ALUE
2
20488
16
67500
0.1

Calcullation of Phottovoltaic Poten
ntial
As preeviously discusssed, a key beenefit of this m
method
is direcct access to hoourly simulatedd irradiation daata and
the deetailed Perez ssky model thatt mimics actuual sky
me step in thee year.
radiancce distributionns for each tim
Knowiing in additioon the explicitt area beneathh each
simulaated point annd informationn about the urban
climatee, a reasonablle approximation can be maade for
the perrformance of a PV panel in ann urban contexxt.
A direection vector iss assigned to each simulationn point
based oon the roof surrface normal im
mmediately below it.
Assum
ming that the rooof is planar aand unvarying below
the areea the point represents, ~225ft2 in our ccase, a
methodd of calculatingg the area is shhown in Equatiion 1,

0 0 1 ∙

(1)

where is the unitized roof surface normal vector.
We further realize that photovoltaic performance is
dependant on many factors which are unknown at the
time of making a conceptual irradiation map such as
module efficiency, panel orientation and maintainance.
However, it is known that temperature and radiation
heating up the panel will have an adverse effect on its
production. The urban ambient temperature (Tamb, ° )
and the incident irradiation (E, Wm-2) at each timestep
can be used to estimate the temperature of the
photovoltaic panel (Tc), shown in Equation 2, by
relying upon knowledge of the nominal operating cell
temperature at ideal conditions (T0) (Luque and
Hegedus 2011) Further, the photovoltaic maximum
, ) can be derated
power at ideal conditions (
based on a temperature correction factor ( ) equal to
(Equation 3) (Marion, et al. 2001).
0.0038°
20°
∗ 1

/800
∗

(2)
(3)

Equations 2 and 3 above are used as a first-order
approximation in derating panel efficiency based on
temperature and point irradiation at each hourly
timestep.
Determination of Useful Rooftop Area
Useful rooftop area in our model is calculated based on
predicted economic feasibility of panels installed at a
location. Further, any roof surface sloping greater than
60 degrees (67%) was discarded as it is approaching
being considered a vertical surface or wall.
On average, PV installations cost approximately $5.67
per watt in Cambridge in 2011 (MassCEC, 2012). We
assume that a panel is rated at 17.2 W/ft2 (185W/m2)
(Sunpower E18/230W 2012), installation cost is
$97.52/ft2 ($1049.70/m2), and the cost of electricity is
$0.15/kWh. If we consider a 10 year investment period
with a 10% discount rate per year, 115.7 kWh/ft2/yr
(1244.9 kWh/m2/yr) must be generated to have a net
present value (NPV) in which the investment breaks
even (NPV equals zero). In ideal circumstances this
would require a panel efficiency of nearly 80% in
Cambridge! To achieve a simple payback over the
same 10 year period, only 65kWh/ft2/yr (699.7
kWh/m2/yr) must be generated. Still, this requires a
panel efficiency of approximately 50%.
However, there are national and state rebate programs
that dramatically improve the feasibility of the
installation of PV for residential properties. The federal
government offers a 30% tax rebate on the cost of a PV
installation up to a maximum of $2,000 (Energy

Improvement and Extension Act 2008). Further,
Massachusetts offers a 15% rebate up to a maximum of
$1,000 that can be carried over for three years
(Residential Renewable Energy Income Tax Credit
1979). The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center offers
a minimum $0.40/W rebate on new PV systems
(MassCEC 2012). Finally, Massachusetts offers a
100% protection from increased property taxes due to
PV installations for a 20 year period (Renewable
Energy Property Tax Exemption 1975). Factoring these
rebates into the previous NPV calculation, it is possible
to have a break even point for an unshaded panel at
~24% efficiency, which is still not an ideal financial
incentive, but things are markedly improved. Looking
at simple payback over a period of 10 years for our
example Sunpower panel, any point with over 56.6
kWh/ft2 (609 kWh/m2) irradiation per year is likely to
recoup its value while providing additional savings
after the initial 10 year period as the effective lifetime
of a PV system is known to be typically greater than 30
years. Thus, points with greater than 609 kWh/m2 and
their associated roof areas are considered to be useful
to install PV panels. As such sensor points are
displayed spatially across the roof (see results section),
it is possible to determine optimal placement locations
for PV panels.
Geolocation of Data From GIS to Radiance Models
All GIS models including the LiDAR data and building
footprints were constructed in the projected North
American Datum 1983, Massachusetts State Plane
Mainland coordinates system (Schwarz and Wade
1990). This is a serendipitous choice as distances and
areas can still be measured without necessitating
corrections. Thus, the Radiance simulation model was
built in an identical coordinate system. The
Massachusetts State Plane system also has a known
relationship between X and Y coordinates and latitude
and longitude global coordinates. It is possible to
translate easily between the two coordinate systems by
use of an Inverse Lambert Conformal Conic Projection
with proper parameters.

RESULTS
In this section, the results from methodologies
discussed in the “Review of Current Methods” section
are compared with our own detailed method. Ten
buildings are used for the purposes of the comparison
from the over 17,000 in the Cambridge dataset. Of
these ten buildings, five can be described as having flat
roofs; however, they often have HVAC equipment
present on the roof such that it is not truly flat. The
other five have roofs of some complexity with at least
one ridge line. These test buildings are shown in Figure
3. For our 5’x5’ grid of analysis points across each
building, annual and monthly irradiation data was used

Table 3 Calculated RMSE
R
of Variou
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d 3D DAYSIM
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METH
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Solar Analyst
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8
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5
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554.2
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Table 4 A
Annual PV Prooduction, Rooff Area and Cossts as
Determined bby Various Asssumptions
METH
HOD
Detaiiled
Solar A
Analyst
Flat R
Roof
Constantt Value

PV PROD.
Wh/yr)
(MW
22,445
22,148
33,329
33,473

ARE
EA
(ftt2)
113,863
112,179
143,525
143,548
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COST ($)
$11,1044,375
$10,9400,144
$13,9977,132
$13,9999,375
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as a basis of
o comparison because the sh
hortest timescaale
of data that Solar Analyst can return is monthly.
m
Table 3 shows
s
the RMSE of the other methods
compared to the detaileed climate-bassed model. Th
his
oth
should nott be interpreteed as absolutee error, as bo
methods will
w
necessariily introduce errors. Insteaad
RMSE herre represents deviation
d
from
m a best-practice
model. It can be seen that
t
consideraation of detaileed
roof geom
metry is importaant to accuratee calculations as
Solar Anaalyst has the smallest
s
RMSE for buildings
with comp
plex roofs at an
a error of 274
4.1 kWh/m2. As
A
expected the
t
flat roof method, even
n with detaileed
consideratiion of climate,, performs poo
orly. Assumptio
on
of a constaant solar irradiaation performs worst.
Comparison with Solar Analyst
When co
ompared to a climate-baased raytracin
ng
simulation, Solar Analy
yst appears to
o estimate leess
annual rad
diation for eaach point. Fig
gure 4(a) show
ws
cumulativee annual irradiiation for each
h sensor locatio
on
across the ten buildings as calculated by the detaileed
climactic model
m
(X-Axis) and as calcculated by Sollar
Analyst (Y
Y-Axis). It can
n also be seen that
t while data is
clustered about
a
the identity line, there is
i a large degree
of variancee; the RMSE iss 339.2 kWh/m
m2.
It is expeected that a raytracing
r
sim
mulation will on
o
average prredict higher values
v
as refleections from th
he
ground, trees
t
and ad
djacent buildin
ngs are bein
ng
considered
d where Solar Analyst assum
mes such effeccts
to be zero
o. However, th
he high varian
nce of the daata
suggests so
ome other effeect is at work, and this can be
b
explained by the geomeetric quality off the simulatio
on
models att building ed
dges. Figure 5 shows aeriial
photograph
hs and planar projections of
o the predicteed
irradiation for a single bu
uilding using different methods
which is typical
t
across the ten test buildings.
b
In th
he
process off creating a 3D
D model of a city we use th
he
building po
olyline from GIS
G to create ex
xtra points whicch
improve th
he model resolution at the ed
dge of building
gs.
As Solar Analyst
A
works across
a
a pure DEM
D
which does
not differeentiate betweeen building and
a
ground, th
he
calculated slope at edge pixels is extrem
me and can leaad
to stratifieed errors as seeen in the extrreme outliers in
Fig. 4(a) and
a the upper edge pixels in
i Fig. 5 (Sollar
Analyst). Such
S
an error will increase with
w as the rattio
of building
g perimeter to area
a increases.
It is useful to further quaalify this data in
nto PV electriccal
yields. Using
U
a simp
plified equatiion of annu
ual
irradiation multiplied by
y panel efficien
ncy (0.185) an
nd
area, the total electricaal yield of systems
s
can be
b
calculated. Using the deetailed climatee-based metho
od,
2,445MWh
h/yr was predicted across alll rooftops with
ha
combined 113,863 ft2 (10,578 m2) of useful
u
roof areea.
Comparatively, the Solaar Analyst method
m
predicteed
2,148MWh
h/yr across 112
2,179 ft2 (10,42
21 m2) of usefful
roof area. These differen
nces may not seem
s
large wheen

lookingg only at preddicted energy pproduction in M
MWh;
howevver, putting thhe figures in tterms of instaallation
costs (dollars) per predicted ennergy yield (kWh)
revealss a differennt story. Thhe detailed model
predicttions lead to a cost of $4.554/kWh while Solar
Analysst predictions lead to a cost of $5.09/kW
Wh – a
differeence of 10.88 percent. These resultss are
docum
mented in Tablee 4.
To atttempt to quanntify temporal differences beetween
the dettailed climate--based methodd and Solar Annalyst,
we choose a test buildding with little variation and pplotted
the moonthly total iirradiation at each point. T
This is
shownn in Figure 6 where points are colored bby the
monthlly global horizzontal radiationn in the TMY33 data.
Here again we obsserve that forr most monthhs the
climatee-based modell calculates greeater irradiation than
does S
Solar Analyst, ffor the same reeasons; howevver, the
relativee error is greeater in monthhs with less ooverall
radiatioon. As these m
months have less direct compponent,
it mayy be that the error will be grreater in climaates or
period s with less direct radiatioon for the ddefault
parameeters of Solar A
Analyst.

Figgure 6 Monthlyy Point Irradiaation for a Singgle
Buiilding Coloredd by Monthly G
Global Irradiatiion
Comp
parison with Flat Roof Assu
umptions
A sec ond comparisson was run uusing climate--based
simulaations for the ten buildings with complexx roof
forms and with flat roofs. The flaat roof heightss were
derivedd by discardding points w
with a z-coorrdinate

greater thaan one standard
d deviation fro
om the mean an
nd
using the median
m
value of the remaining
g points.
Figure 7 sh
hows an irradiation map of a test building in
context wiith a detailed roof
r
and with an assumed fllat
roof; eacch image displays
d
detaiiled irradiatio
on
calculation
ns of the areea using the cumulative sk
ky
method (R
Robinson and Stone
S
2004). From
F
this imag
ge
alone, it is clearly visiblee that a flat roo
of assumption is
going to crreate extreme differences in the results. Th
his
is because roof slope willl change the incident angle of
radiation as
a well as the percent and po
ortion of visib
ble
sky. Figurre 4(b) illustraates a scatter plot
p
compariso
on
with pointt irradiation frrom the detailled model usin
ng
complex ro
oof forms on the X axis an
nd using the fllat
roof assumption on the
t
Y axis. The flat roof
assumption
n overestimatees available radiation
r
as th
he
majority of
o data points are to the left
ft of the identiity
line. The reason for th
his is that theere are no roof
surfaces th
hat slope to the
t north, norr are there an
ny
surfaces th
hat face surrou
unding buildin
ngs; all surfaces
look straig
ght up towarrds the open sky above th
he
building. Further, it is impossiblle for HVA
AC
equipment or roof projecctions to shadee another portio
on
of the rooff. The effects of
o roof orientaation, in most of
our ten testt cases, are acttually higher th
han the effects of
inter-building shading fo
or a city of pred
dominantly low
wrise buildin
ngs such as Cambridge.
Comparison with Consttant Solar Insolation Metho
od
If for every
y point the meaan global horizzontal irradiatio
on
from the TMY3
T
data iss assumed, theen the RMSE is
532.1 kWh
h/m2 compared
d to the climaate-based mod
del
with detailled roof forms. The large errror shows thatt a
constant assumed
a
valu
ue is the wo
orst performin
ng
method off solar irradiattion calculatio
ons. It does not
n
consider climate-specifi
fic data, rooff shape, inteerbuilding shading
s
nor reflections
r
fro
om neighborin
ng
buildings.

DISC
CUSSION
Admitttedly, the detaailed climate-bbased methodd takes
significcantly more time and prrocessing pow
wer to
achievve when compared to generaating a model using
the fllat roof assum
mption or ussing Solar A
Analyst
combinned with a deetailed DEM. T
Therefore the reader
shouldd ask, what bennefits can be eexpected from
m using
this neew method?
First, tthe value of hhaving a full 3D model of thhe city
cannott be underesttimated. Such a model provides
opporttunities to invvestigate wall mounted PV
V, and
subsetss of the modell can easily be extracted to suupport
furtherr analysis by design teams orr government eentities
who m
make policy. Fiigure 7 illustraates the utility of this
model in analyzingg the solar pootential of buuilding
walls; It can be seenn that the walll irradiation off most
buildinngs in the areea is less thann rooftop insolation;
howevver, in many loocations walls ccan support PV
V with
irradiaation >609 kkWh/m2. Seccondly, usingg the
validatted DAYSIM ssoftware proviides extra confi
fidence
in the simulation rresults, considers typical cllimatebased weather inforrmation and rradiative reflecctions.
Using DAYSIM aalso provides access to hhourly
calculaated irradiationn data which ffacilitates the use of
detaileed equations off PV yield and peak load reduuction.
The sim
mulations can also be run inn parallel to inncrease
calculaation speed. Finally, detaailed rooftop area
inform
mation is availaable for quantiifying useful rooftop
area annd the total inccident irradiatioon (kWh) usedd in the
energyy generation eqquations.
Spatiaal Display of P
Photovoltaic P
Potential
To com
mmunicate phootovoltaic potential effectivelly, it is
necesssary to providee useful visuall output that aaids in
the undderstanding off the data. We divide the sim
mulated
rooftopp irradiation foor Cambridge into four bins meant
to rankk the relative predicted perfformance of a panel
installeed at that poinnt. The threshholds were bassed on
the preeviously calcullated 609 kWhh/m2 cutoff vallue for

(a) City with Detailed
D
Rooff Models
(b) C
City with Flat R
Roofs
Figure
F
7 Irradia
ation Maps (Cu
umulative Sky Method)
M
For V
Varying Degreees of Geometriic Accuracy

Figure 8 Google Mapss API Mockup of Spatial Roo
oftop Photovolltaic Potential By Modern Deevelopment Stuudio
Massachussetts resident’ss payback and observations of
the Cambridge simulation data. and aree at 600kWh/m
m2,
2
2
1000 kWh
h/m and 140
00kWh/m . Th
hese irradiatio
on
thresholds are then used in
i the display of
o data.

CONCLU
USION AND
D OUTLOO
OK
We partn
nered with Modern
M
Devellopment Stud
dio
(http://www
w.modestudiow
web.com/) to
o display our
results on top of a search
hable map doccument using th
he
Google Maps
M
API (Fiigure 8). Thiis is the sam
me
approach taken
t
by the LA
A county solarr map; howeveer,
the irradiattion thresholdss are tailored to
o the Cambridg
ge
climate. In
n this way, hom
meowners and
d businesses caan
engage wiith the map th
hrough the ab
bility to identiify
their roof specifically an
nd notice how its unique forrm
produces varied su
uitability forr photovoltaaic
installation
ns. Essentially,, users of the map
m feel like th
he
simulation results are personalized
p
to
o their buildin
ng
which is im
mportant to pro
oduce confiden
nce in the resullts
and to incrrease interest in
n the goals of th
he map.
To use vallidated irradiattion models at the city-scale is
a new effo
ort. We believe that in the futture such modeels
will suppo
ort policy decissions as they allow
a
the abiliity
to predict hourly
h
peak-lo
oad reduction at
a an urban scaale

mong a groupp of buildingss whereas previous
or am
methodds have not had this beneefit. With inccreased
model quality and ceertainty about rresults that cann be (at
least ppartially) visuaally assessed, we aim to inncrease
user engagement with sustainnable technollogies.
Furtheer, our results sshowed good ggeometric agreeement
with thhe city and higgher predictionns of PV yield with a
10.8 ppercent cost reeduction for teen typical buiildings
than thhe most populaar method.
Limitaations of Detaailed Climate-B
Based Method
d
Beyonnd what was diiscussed previoously, the moddel has
severall limitations. Currently aall PV panells are
modeleed as parallel with the rooff; however, wee have
found from discussioons with local PV contractors that
flat rooofed buildings often have PV
V panels installed at a
45 deggree tilt towardds the South uusing standardd angle
brackeets. Future veersions of the map will haave an
additioonal layer atop flat-roofed buildings anaalyzing
potentiial photovoltaaic installations tilted towardds the
South in this mannner. Further, while our model
producces reasonablyy accurate rooff forms, it shouuld be
noted that LiDAR data and ouur point-simpllifying
me buildings.
methodd still introducce errors in som
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